Alterations in time-place learning induced by lesions to the rat medial prefrontal cortex.
This experiment examined the effect of medial prefrontal lesions on time-place learning in the rat. During the first phase, prior to lesioning, rats received training on an interval time-place task. Food was available on each of four levers for 3 consecutive min of a 12-min session. The levers provided food in the same sequence on all trials. Rats restricted the majority of their presses on each lever to the time in each session when it provided food and were able to anticipate when a lever was going to provide food. During the second phase some rats received lesions that were restricted to the medial prefrontal cortex. Following these very restricted lesions, rats continued pressing a lever after it stopped providing food (i.e. perseverated, as if their internal clock was running slow). The third phase involved changing the order in which the levers provided food. Lesions had no discernable effect on the rats' ability to learn the correct sequence of food availability. However, this change made the rats' timing perseveration even more noticeable. Our results suggest the medial prefrontal cortex is not necessary for acquisition of time-place sequencing information. However, lesions do appear to produce perseveration on components of the sequence.